Swenson Spreader and Manufacturing Co., Lindenwood, Ill., announces a new concept in rollers. The roller is propelled by friction from the elevated rear wheels of any standard garden tractor. It utilizes the weight of the tractor and driver for compaction. Split rollers provide easy steering and maneuverability, forward or reverse. The roller is attached by driving the tractor onto the six-inch-high rollers and by making two simple attachments. For more details, circle (701) on the reply card.

Mott Corporation, LaGrange, Ill., announces two additions to its line of hammer knife flail-type safety mowers. The Model T38 is designed to be pulled either singly or in gangs behind any pulling vehicle. Each unit cuts a 38-inch swath and is powered by a 7 hp Briggs & Stratton engine. Model CLB60 is designed for mounting the three-point hitch system of the new IH Cub Lo-Bay 154 tractor and is powered by it. The swath is 60 feet. Both feature the lightweight, free-swinging flails, with self-cleaning design and edgewise slicing action. They cut all growths from fine lawn grass to rough grasses and tall weeds; in all conditions—wet or dry, clean or trashy. The relatively low impact force action minimizes tendency for struck objects to be thrown. Deflecting action of cutter housing and shields provide additional safety. For details, circle (708) on reply card.

Ace Chemical Co., Chicago, Ill., announces a rust remover that is applied with a brush and washed off with water. The company claims that no scraping, wirebrushing or sandblasting is necessary. Rust-Removo, containing a blend of mineral acids, solvents and wetting agents, is a jell that sticks to anything—even ceilings. To obtain quantity prices or a sample gallon (for $14.95), circle (705) on reply card.

Ditch Witch, a division of Charles Machine Works, Inc., Perry, Okla., offers a new trencher, the 37 hp R-40. The second largest model, the R-40 is powered by an air-cooled Wisconsin engine. Maximum trenching depth is six feet; maximum width, 12 inches. Attachments include a front-mounted backhoe, vibratory plow, boring unit, and selective trenching attachments. The R-40 is a rubber-mounted, four-wheel-drive unit. For more details, circle (702) on the reply card.
West Point Products of Hahn, Inc., Evansville, Ind., offers a new Big Boy 3-4000 spreader designed to reduce the cost of fertilizing large turfgrass areas. It features a 60 cu. ft. hopper capable of holding more than two tons of granular fertilizer. Distribution swath is 50 feet. Moving at 10 hp, the Big Boy covers a two- to three-acre area in about three to four minutes. Tow bar is one-man hook-up unit. For more details, circle (703) on reply card.

Allis-Chalmers makes this HB-212 hydrostatic drive lawn and garden tractor equipped with the 26-bu. capacity vacuum collector. Tractor attachments can be raised or lowered from the operator's seat, either manually or with an optional hydraulic control. The 12 hp unit has a controlled traction differential; 12-volt starter/generator electrical system; magneto ignition; key switch and pushbutton starting. For more details, circle (704) on the reply card.

Solo Motors of Newport News, Va., reports effective use of its Model 410 Knapsack Mistblower to combat insect and bacteria problems on golf green and fairway. Scattering leaves is another practical use of the 25-lb. unit which boasts a spray of 50 feet. A 3 hp engine powers unit, handy also for nursery and home garden chores. For more details, circle (706) on reply card.

Action Manufacturing and Engineering Corp., Minneapolis, Minn., announces a gas-driven, remote-controlled, hi-pressure washer with chemical metering. Output: 500 psi at 3 gpm from any water source. Unit builds own pressure. Metered chemicals connected by plastic tube. Control handle connects with 5/16-inch, quick-coupling pressure hose in 25- or 35-ft lengths or multiples up to 105 feet. For details, circle (707) on reply card.

Billy Goat Industries, Kansas City, Mo., claims a 14% power increase plus a larger, heavier steel safety deflector as standard equipment on its industrial vacuums. Inset shows new engine and deflector. Gasoline, propane, or battery power source. For details, circle (708) on reply card.

Hypco, Inc., St. Paul, Minn., announces two new pumps, the Series 8500 PTO roller pump and the Series 9100 PTO centrifugal pump. Both mount directly to the PTO shaft and deliver 20 gpm at 540 rpm and 50 lbs. pressure. The Series 9100 has a top volume of 75 gpm at speeds of 600 rpm and 25 lbs. pressure. The Series 8500 has a top delivery of 23.8 gpm at 540 rpm and zero pressure. It is capable of pressure up to 100 lbs. Port sizes for both are: suction port 1½ inches; discharge, one inch. For more details, circle (709) on the reply card.

Hypro, Inc., St. Paul, Minn., announces two new pumps, the Series 8500 PTO roller pump and the Series 9100 PTO centrifugal pump. Both mount directly to the PTO shaft and deliver 20 gpm at 540 rpm and 50 lbs. pressure. The Series 9100 has a top volume of 75 gpm at speeds of 600 rpm and 25 lbs. pressure. The Series 8500 has a top delivery of 23.8 gpm at 540 rpm and zero pressure. It is capable of pressure up to 100 lbs. Port sizes for both are: suction port 1½ inches; discharge, one inch. For more details, circle (709) on the reply card.